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We dream of a Divine Global
Order -the World United States
(WUS) by making India a
‘Global Teacher‘ !

Leadership in personal to political life

L

eadership doesn’t only
need in nation’s politics,
but more of that it is a
must for each individual life.

psychology says- unless one
gets mentally attached to a psychologist, he can’t overcome his
psychological disorder.

In modern days, people are
educated, intellectual and intelligent. So often they think that ‘we are self-sufficient to realize
what is to be done or not’.
Accepting or surrendering to a
’man’ or ’master’ is not needed.
They could
gather
information
Eugenics & Evolution..! from many
natural
ugenics means "well-born". In
resources,
1883, Sir Francis Galton an
as nature is
UK scholar first described the
the
best
word as genetic improvement of human.
teacher.

In a family, attachment of the
wife towards her husband, gives
peaceful co-existence in conjugal life and that also procures
qualitatively better offspring.

Inspired by Indo-Aryanisation,
- is an ancient discovery of
the natural laws of human
evolution to balance Socio
Environmental Ecology (SEE)
of modern civilisation, with a
realisation of ‘oneness’ to all.
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Eugenics was popular in America during
1921, but earned its negative association by Nazi’s attempts (30’s) in the
name of ‘Aryan race’ and it was rejected.

It’s very true that - ‘nature is the
best teacher’. Nature teaches us
that a universal system is moving around a big star or sun to
keep its existence. Ignoring centripetal force towards the central
star, it would die. A tiny cell is
tied with its’ center nucleus, becomes a cause of its existence.

Similarly, the mental
attachment of the
children
towards
their
parents
and
teachers
develops
more merit
with character.
Hence, emotional attachment
to the best master (fulfiller-thebest), opens the windows of wisdom and shows the path of life
with adjustment of inner complexes. ’Complexes’ as ignorance
come between us and our success. The attachment process is
technically called ’initiation’.

We must know that nature has inherited
the law of eugenics since creation, and
we must learn from there. In Indo-Aryan
culture it was cultivated since ancient
past and was applied in marriage system
with a purpose of qualitative evolution - In the course of social evolution
So, superior-attachment is the
is the key factor of total human progress. at the primitive age man instinctively

accepted

leader

for

a

only way of self-becoming and

However it is back in terms of ‘genetic
socio-economical progress.
better survival strategy. Human
engineering’ and ethically offers hope for
World Master’s Message
treating genetic illnesses, but it needs to
“Do not excite the need of luxury in a man;
be applied rationally in social life.

Excite his love for the principle.”
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